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Commencement June 6;
Finals, Spring Semester
Over June 10; Vacation

BOOK-OF-THE-YEAR:

Medi-Cal Here This Week
Ed. Note: The following (somewhat diffident) article, listing
factually some of the improvements and innovations in this
year's Medi-Cal, leaves by its
understatement a shadow-image
of th? reality of the book
that it is a superior work, planned to be used as a sample
presentation by the publisher,
and unquestionably a prizewinner in any competition of medical
school yearbooks. The
<jraphic work is outstanding:
the dedication of its editor
(Dennis Casciato) apocalyptic;
(the most irresisfable despot in
the 11 western states); the per-
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severance of its business manager (Rich Avanzino, next
year's editor) and the yearlong labor of love by its entire
staff an inspiration to its normally sybaritic staff advisor,
"Fleur' Coffelt who found herself on Hugo street peeling
parking tickets off her windshield with ink-stained fingers
at 3 a.m. more nights than she
cares to remember. The book
was fought over, slide ruled,
brainstormed, researched, and
for the first time in the history
of Medi-Cal —IT IS OUT ON
TIME. BUY IT NOW—IT WILL
BE SOLD OUT WITHIN A

Commencement exercises on
June 6 at Millberry Union will
precede the end of final examinations and the official end of
spring semester 1964. Dean
George Packer Berry of the Harvard University School of Medicine will be the principal speaker ("Much Shall Be Required")
for the event, for which Chancellor J. B. dc C. M. Saunders
will give the traditional address
of the Chief Campus Officer, and
ASUCMC head Ted Schrock will
discuss the subject "The 'Health
Team'; A Myth?"
Several major awards and
honorary degrees, the recipients
to be announced later, will be a
highlight of the proceedings. Music for the program and for the
processionals will be provided by
a 30-piece concert orchestra unier the baton of Mr. Ralph Mur-

-

WEEK!

What New With Medi-Cal?
ly abandoned. If a picture was

by Dennis Casciato

it was
even if it meant rejecting other
photographs. The picture and
copy were laid out with the intent of balancing facing pages
and relalting those pages to the
preceding and following ones;
into her words, a flowing static
history of the year was told.
Typography was selected for
changed, a material with text each page individually.
ture being used.
The pictures used were chosen
2—The total number of pages
to
capture places where time
was increased by 32 to 176.
3—Duotone color was used on was spent, to reflect activities
the divider pages.
done, and to represent the con
4—A theme was chosen cept of each school; not to inaround which a story was clude p i c tv re s of as many
woven via pictures; the theme different people as possible. Dv
was "A Study of Hands."
plication of thought, people and
s—Extreme care was taken
was avoided. If any parin the selectio and printing events school feels that they
ticular
of pictures: approximately 1,000
were underrepresented, the guilt
screened to obtain the 250 snap- lies in those people who did not
shots used.
contribute photographs to our
Although even the "routine" •files;
our photographers, reprealso
book
were
parts of the
most of the schools, did
senting
of
altered (eg. varied layout
their
best.
the senior section, pictures
The 1964 Medi-Cal is distinctly
typifying each year with the different from those of the past.
candrespective class pictures,
However, the goal is to have
photographs of the administra- it serve as a basis for future
tors, etc.). the nucleus of
aggressive improvement. The
change resides in- the snapshot sales of the book will serve as
The
section entitled "Facets."
indicator as to whether or
concept of putting captions un- the
not students of this campus wish
der each picture was complete- improved school publications.

Can innovation be incorpor
ated into traditon? Although
conservatives may be highly suspicious, this was attempted in
the 1.064 edition of Medi-Cal. The
book's publishing cost was increased by GO percent, yet the
price of 55.00 remained untouch
cd. What is new?
I—The cover material was

Rood enough to enlarge,

-ay.
Dr. Robertson Pratt, chairman
of the Committee on Public Ceremonies, has been in charge of
arrangements for the Com-

mencement exercises.

-

Did Moses Take
his Tablets?
Find the R/X in

GENESIS
The Senior Class,
School of Medicine
presents

GENESIS
May 30, 1964
$5.00 for dinner and play.
Tickets available at Millberry
Union Central Desk. Faculty
and House Staff invited.

Conceived in liberty but
dedicated to the proposition that all students are
equal but students who buy
MEDI-CAL EARLY are
more equal than others.

MEDI-CAL
HERE NOW!
AJP

ORDER
YOURS
Central Desk
Millberry Union
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NewASUC
Head Named

Mcl Matsushima—a senior next

year in the School of Dentistry
-has been named head of the

"It %vas lent anonymously.**
think .*'■so!**
«W4l;i $html<l.■-■Ml."
>:..-.-:■;■■■
*.
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Associated Students of the University of California. San Francisco Medical Center.
A familiar name to readers of
The Synapse, for which he has
been associate editor during the
oast year. Mcl will assume full

Copr. c 1941 The Ne* Yorker Magazine Inc.

An event chronicled by The Examiner and examined by The
Chronicle, featured in The News Call-Bulletin and KRON-TV,
Millberry Union's May Fair, "a week of antics and jollities in
the arts of life and love," may have set the laurel wreath permanently askew and, hopefully, the better for it. From its gala
opening on May 1, featuring the UCLA Mariachi Band and a
(Continued on Page 3)
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SYNAPSE HEADLINES

Dr. Harvey M. Patt, new
© Dean Helen Nahm of the
Director of the Radiology Lab- School of Nursing has been aporatory at the San Francisco pointed by Secretary of Health.
Medical Center, has received one Education and Welfare Celeof the country's highest scien- brezze to serve on the National
tific honors: the Ernest Orlando Advisory Council on Education
Lawrence Award of the Atomic for the Health Professions.
Energy Commission, for recent,
© Dr. Francis L. Chambermeritorius contributions to the lain, Clinical Professor of Medi-

field of atomic energy. The 1964
Lawrence Awards, including a
medal and a $5000 prize, were
presented to Dr. Patt and four
other prominent scientists in a
special ceremony at the National
Academy of Sciences on April
30.
9 Dr. Isidore S. Edelman,
Professor of Medicine and Physiology, San Francisco, has been
appointed to the National Institutes of Health Study Commit
tee, serving the President's Of
fice of Science and Technology.

cine, San Francisco, was in the
Far East for several weeks in
April and May as a member of
the faculty for a special postgraduatee program in cardiology
for physicians in Thailand. Malaysia, Japan, and Hong Kong.
Dr. Carl F. Coffelt, clinical
instructor in the department of
Obstetrics and Gynecol
ogy, leaves this month to join
the Hospital ship Hope for a
two month tour of duty in Ecuador.

•

Mcl Matsushima

responsibility for carrying out
the executive duties as ASUC
head.
As editor of next year's
SYNAPSE (full staff announcements will be made in the first
fall edition) Mcl hopes to coordinate the activities of the ASUC
with the major student publications program, SYNAPSE and
MEDICAL.
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Editorial
Rotating Internship Plca
(or

None At

All)

the various fields of endeavor
by Roger A. Lang
There arc many voices in the instead would become surgiacal,
medic,i! world that advocate medical or pediatrics camps.
the straight internship limited by Such situations should certainly

definition to specialty fields and be avoided. The individual servavailable as straight sur ice should remain as facets of
gery, straight medicine, straight common knowledge rather than
At what level of medical trainpediatric internship as well as
specialties of obstetrics and gy- ing should this needed responnecology, and pathology. Similar sibility come? In the past it
voices, similar perhaps because
from the rotating internthey issue from the same ups. came
ship
year.
But now with so
need
for
broad
stress tlie
knowl
edge in medicine no matter what many students choosing specifield is to be undertaken.
alty internships often for poliBroad knowledge implies tical reasons and against their
having had responsiblity requiring personal decisions in diag- true desires) a significant
nosis and treatment. In this number of training specialists
way a complete understanding are void of knowledge of how
of a field is possible. This does others outside their fields think.
They have had no true responnot mean that complete knowledge of the field is attained sibility in these other fields and
hut tiiat concepts, ideals, and thus are prone to forming opinattitudes in decision making are ions and prejudices based on
put into practice, thus better misinformed observations. Out
understood. Without this broad of this come generalizations like
knowledge in specialties other "soft shoe men" (referring to
than ones own. no accurate com- internists), "cutters" or "hackmunications are possible be ers" (the surgeons as seen by
(ween the physicians of the varisome nun surgeons) and others.
ous specialties and subspecial- Such remarks only serve to reinforce their own isolation and the
ties.
The institution of communi- .specialty compartments are
cation is the very basis of unity made even more water-tight.
Many times, iVi addition,
in any population and is especially true in the medical pro straight internes duplicate the
lession. Without it we have duties of the first year residents.
specialty compartments instead Of the various remedies sugof specialty departments and gested, in my opinion, two standjut as being more profitable.
One is to make all internships
Previews of Synapse
rotating types, and the other is
to make the senior year a year
of rotating responsibility and
having the next year the first
in the residency of his choice.
The latter suggestion would
On the international scene, the serve to give the responsibility
reader of next year's SYNAPSE needed in the various fields
can expect to hear about the
while shortening the ever-inBritish national health system training. Thus not only would
including their method of social the board qualified specialist
i/.ation and their handling of the be a year younger, but also
narcotic program. First hand ob perhaps a years-worth wiser.
servations of British medicine If such plans or their al
will be made by a SYNAPSE ternatives) are to be effective,
staff reporter this s v m m c r they must be uniformly insti(Robert Schindler, 19G4 05 Asso
tuted across the nation. This
tiate Editor in Medicine).
would indeed take some time
Locally, THE SYNAPSE will with its organization and planpreview important programs of ning. It is with the molders of
the newly-formed Public Affairs the medical future, i.e. the stucommittee, treating in turn dis- dents and their educators, that
cussions of the narcotic problem we leave these decisions and
(The Romford Act, the subject the ideal that broad responsibilof n proposed debate program ity builds understanding and
in October, is covered in a spe- that this is the key to continued
cial supplement in this edition) unity.
such pregnant topics as birth
control-pros and cons—politics Roger A. Lang
in and out of medicine, and other topics of a controversial or
topical interest will be seen in
the pages of this tabloid in an
attempt to present an intelligent
survey of opinion. The reader
may also expect to find an expanded "Letters to The Editor"
now

British Socialized
Medicine Reported

column to provide for expression
on these and
other topics of interest.
Areas of communication will
be broadened i.e.. County Hos-

of student opinion

pital. Married Student housing.
and the
recent alumni news

present and future staff extends
an appeal to all schools to rep
recent th'ir news fully in THE

SYNAPSE. While individual
school newsletters function well
within their own group, they are
not read by the student body at
large defeating the stated pur
pose of THE SYNAPSE and the
<\K(,'C to forge the identity and
conscience of the medical center
in the smithy of the publications
office Let's have your news!

SYNAPSE
Classified
Section
to Begin
Next Fall:
For Fall Issues

1 inch

By RON CONVERSE and

JIM LINDAUER

Panacea, as most students of
mythology and would-be Hippo-

cratics know, was the Greek
goddess of health; panacea today is generally associated with
the term "cure-all"; next semester, "PANACEA" will be a
regular feature in THE SYNAPSE and will attempt to present information and ideas on
topics and proposed "cure-alls"
of major interest to medicine
and medical students, as part of
the service of the Student American Medical Association
(SAMA) on this campus. Rather
than immediately plunging the
readers of this column into the
depths of some currently seething pot of controversy (e.g., "Is
ear-pulling harmful to beagles?") we will present a brief
sampler of SAMA activities in
the form of a report on the recent national convention.
Representatives for nearly 70
medical schols attended the 14th
annual convention of SAMA in
Chicago from April 29-May 3.
The following is a summary of
action on some of 45 resolutions
submitted this year: (A full re-

50
$2.50

port of the official proceedings
will appear in the October 1964
issue of THE NEW PHYSICIAN
which will also contain the committee reports detailing reasons
why certain recommendations
were made.)
MEMBERSHIP in the International Federation of Medical Stu
tl'Mit Associations (IFMSA) was
the most controversial topic discussed this year. The committee
report was over five pages long.
The House of Delegates, after
much heated debate, voted to
withdraw from IFMSA. Reasons
given were: 1) Benefits of international relations and cooperation have applied to less than
0.1 per cent of SAMA's membership; 2) IFMSA's programs are
overly ambitious, trivial, or duplicated; 3) Communications are
difficult because of distance and
several languages; 4) SAMA
would have to fully participate
(although we are mainly interested in the exchange program); 5) IFMSA's Exchange
programs offer clerkships of
questionable quality which cannot apply as credit in U.S. Medical Schools; 6) Cost of full participation would be prohibitive.
NATIONAL BOARD EXAMS:

History of Top Award

THE GOLD-HEADED CANE
"When I was deposited in a
corner chest of The Library, on
the 24th of June, 1825, the day
before the opening of the New
College of Physicians, with the
observation that I was no longer
lo be carried about, but to be
kept amongst the reliques of
that learned body, it was impossible to avoid secretly lamenting
the obscurity which was henceforth to be my lot.
."

..

By DONALD M. OKADA
So begins the story as recorded by William MacMichael in

1827. as if the cane were describ-

ing its experiences being carried about successively for 150
years by five great and learned
English physicians, Radcliffe,
Mead, Askew, P i t c a i m and

Braillie.
The Gold-Headed Cane was not
lost in obscurity in a corner of
The Library, but transplanted as
a living symbol of professional
excellence in the New World by
Dr. William J. Kerr, professor
of medicine.
Dr. Kerr was well aware that
scholarship alone could not exemplify the full measure of a
student's worth. "To become a
successful physician, one often
required the ability to apply
knowledge and to express those
q v a 1 i t i c s of heart and hand
which endear him to his patients. All too frequently in the
highly coinetitive period of preliminary education, undue emphasis on grades overshadowed
proper attention to and rccogni
tion of the human qualities which
the physician must possess and
cultivate if he were to render social service on the highest professional plane."
Dr. Kerr sought a device for
bringing the Art of Medicine
more forcibly to the attention of
students, faculty and all those
concerned with the care of the
patients. The Gold-Headed Cane

Cane, born a few months after

by August 15

1 line

Student AMA Meet in Chicago:
Doctors' Strikes, Integration Upheld;
Membership in International Group Vetoed

provided that inspiration.
The original Gold-Headed

Submit Ads

1964

the accession of William and
Mary to the throne of England,
had in its youth entree to the
presence of Kings and Queens,
and to the mansions of the greatest in the land. In its maturer
years it was carried by its successive owners to the meetings
of the learned, to find a resting
place at last, surrounded by the
portraits, the literary remains
and the spirit of the great physi
cians of the past, in Museum of
the Royal College of Physicians
in London.
The Gold-Headed Cane sym-

bolized the character and qualities of the 18th and 19th century
physician. In this century and at
this Medical Center it continues
to do so.
When the Royal College of
Physicians denied Dr. Kerr the
privilege of duplicating the famous old Gold-Headed Cane, he
together with Dr. S. P. Lucia,
Dr. J. B. deC. M. Saunders
and the late Mr. Ralph Sweet,
designed the present cane. It has
a cross handle, similar to the
original, but adorned with symboys of more general application to medicine than the five
coats-of-arms of the physicians
who carried the original cane.
On the upper surface is engraved the Aesculapian staff.
The end of the long arm of the
handle bears the name of the
recipient. On the end of the short
arm is engraved the seal of the
University of California. The upright segment of the head of the
cane is engraved with symbols
of some of the special fields of
medicine. There are five vignetttes in the shape of benzene
rings to symbolize biochemistry
and metaoolism. In one of the
rings is the all-seeing eye, symbolizing mysticism in medicine;
in the second the roentgen tube
signifying the interest in the
physical sciences and physical
diagnosis; in the third an infant
to denote dependence on physiology, growth, nutrition, pediatrics and obstetrics; in the
fourth a hand and scalpel to indicate the importance of the surgical and technical specialties;
and in the fifth the cell in metaphase of mitosis to represent the
biological sciences and genetics.
The cane was first awarded in
1939 and during the succeeding
years many of the recipients
have continued the tradition of
physician and teacher as members of our faculty. The GoldHeaded Cane will be passed on
to a graduating senior with recognition given to two others as
honorable mention at a ceremony on June 5. A similar GoldHeaded Cane will be presented
to a distinguished physician who
is the honored speaker at the
ceremony.

The Gold Headed Cane award
and ceremony, once unique to
this medical school, has since
1945 also been perpetuated at the
University of Colorado Medical
School.

were commended as the best
available standard for comparing national academic achievement—m cdi c a 1 schools were
urged not to use this exam as a
means of promotion.
The House of Delegates favored trial of programmed education in order to determine its
usefulness, and pledged SAMA's
support of such programs.
Resolutions favoring common
application forms for Medical
School and Internships were defeated.
A resolution advocating Residency Matching Plans was defeated. A recommendation for
U.S. adoption of the British system of narcotics control was referred to a standing committee
for further information gathering.
Drug Labeling: A resolution
passed advocating that all prescription labels indicate the gen-

eric or trade name and quantity
of the drug unless the physician
has written to the contrary.
DOCTOR'S STRIKES UPHELD
A resolution condemning Doc
tor's Strikes was defeated. A
resolution favoring Federal
Scholarships for medical students was defeated. SAMA reiterated its support of the KerrMills Law. Also passed was a
resolution urging inclusion of
the previously present integratio clauses in the renewal of
the Hill-Burton Act now pending
in Congress.
As a result of several solutions, certain new programs will
go into effect this year: 1) Legis
lation of interest to medical people will be reported and sum
marized in the Washington Wire
section of The NEW PHYSICIAN. 2) National SAMA will attempt to discover and report the
results of the financial aid study
conducted by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
You participated in this study
early this year. 3) Before further action is taken on the question of Intern-Resident stipends,
studies of local cost-of-living will
be undertaken by the individual
chapters. 4) The National Office
will investigate the method and
effectiveness of the distribution
of The NEW PHYSICIAN in order to correct the present epi
sodes of misdirection.
As a result of this year's convention, UC is the recipient of
$500 from the AMA Foundation
for use as emergency loans to
medical students.
Questions regarding this reeport or events at the convention
or SAMA in general should be
addressed to Jim Lindauer, UCSAMA Chapter President, 308
Irving Street, San Francisco 22,

California.

If you are not aware of all the
possible implications of many of
the topics mentioned above, you
are not in the least unusual. If
you know where and why you

stand on these issues, you are
unusual. In either case, since information is a key factor in the
understanding of any issue, it
will be the endeavor of this column to present such information, in addition to whatever
"editorial comment" seems irrcsistable or might prove stimulating.

REMEMBER
TO
REGISTER
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The May Fair: Parnassus Transmogrified*

Film Fracas:
Foes, Fans Find
Friendly Finals
Good news from the Govern-

(Continued from Page 1)

roster of illustrious guests including Shanty Malone and Barnaby Conrad, the Fay Fair, with its star attraction "Great Saloon
Paintings of San Francisco," careened through a week's activi-

ties including a no-holds-barred student mural, an artists' workshop in the courtyard (pictured above: Art Grant ("wanna know
how to paint a rose? SPLAT I") teacher for next fall's somewhat revolutionary cosmological beginning art course; a Scan
Broughton films
O'Casey play, "The Bedtime Story"; the James
on TuesBroughton
"The Pleasure Garden" (anounced by Mr.
day as his "comic valentine" to the British Empire) and "Looney
Tom, the Hapy Lover"; the Bergman film, "Smiles of a Sumbanjo concert, and
mer Night"; the UCSB Chamber Singers, a
Vesuvio's, accomnineties
from
the colored slides of the naughty
panied on the violin by an American Indian who knew when
by Millto play "Heigh-Ho Silver." The May Fair, presented
of
its fifth
as
a
celebration
the
first
time
berry this year for
an
may
become
year
next
and
repeated
be
anniversary, will
In a
annual event. (*Transmogrify: to transform, especially
manner.)
magical or surprising

THE DRINKING GOURD
Folk Music, Beer and Cheese
1898 Union Street, S.F.
Open Every Evening 'til 2 a.m.

PROFESSIONAL SUITES

Medical Arts Center
Sacramento
Suite One # Phone Bill Harris Sacramento 447-4084
Near Sutter General Hospital
2720 Capitol Avenue

Question:

...

What's Buried

—

in

worries, hassles,

GRANT'S TOMB
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
(formerly the Encore)

736 IRVING Between Bth & 9th
10 a.m. to 2 a.m. every day
NOW OPEN

—

Luncheon 11-2
Dinner 6 p.m. -10 p.m.
SUNDAY BRUNCH ~«...»*
French Toast with Ham
Bacon & Eggs
Sausage & Eggs

—

All Include a drink of your choice

—

—

The committee
originally
suggested to bring more "popular" films to the "overburdened"
students—has been under fire by
devotees of the present film series, one similar in intent and
program to many University and
College campus film societies.
The series has featured films of
all countries and eras, in a
stated attempt "to present movies in the context of films as
art," in an historical progression and comparative juxtaposition.
The committee .working with
the Union Program department,
hopes to provide a series of
films that will entertain as well
as nourish deeper values.

"Photographers of the Medical Center" are invited to submit entries for a June exhibit of
photography to be on display at
Millberry Union during the
month of June.
Amateurs, professionals, and
victims of the "creative accident" resulting in interesting
photographs (and the birth of
a photographer) will be included
in the show, a part of Millberry's
intention to represent film and
photography as one of the twentieth century's emerging forms
of serious art.
The prints, in black and white
or in color, should be mounted
on illustration board and matted
(matboard). Pictures may be
any size, but minimum size for
mats is 11x14 to insure uniformity and esthetic standards for
exhibition. (There is no maximum size).
Pictures should be mat finish,
unless subject matter (scientific,
architectural) makes a glossy
finish preferable, or where
sharpness is of extreme imporNo more than one dozen pho-

JJJ
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LADIES NIGHTS CocWalls"'™ Ladies 25c
...

month.

tance.

$'-50

~—,,

—

Photography Show
Entries Open

GRANT'S TOMB?
"Answer:
Mother-in-law problems, money
The Bomb, Peach-tree Blight

ing Board—the Special Millberry
Union Film Advisory Committee, set up by the Board to monitor film selection by the Union
Program department, agreed
amicably on Wednesday, May
13, to "informalize" the parliamentary proceedings and come
up with a movie program to
make everybody happy.
Since everybody involved is of
the species "Movie Nut" the differences are minor and the
committee, composed of Anne
Daniels, Karen Ikuno, Rick McMillen, Larry Nelson, Jon Pegg,
Doug Witmore, Dr. Walter
Singer (faculty, ex-officio) Beth
Coffelt, Union Program Coordinator, and Robert A. Alexander,
Committee Chairman, expect to
announce a preliminary series
for 1964-65 by the end of the

mmmmammaaaaaaaaa

one
photographer, and final decitos will be accepted from

sions will be made by the Union

Program Staff. Everyone who
enters will be represented by at
least one photograph. Bring en-

tries to the second floor office
of the Millberry Union Program
department.

Alpha Omega
Honor Society
Lists Members
Edward Biglieri, M.D., Assist-

ant Professor of Medicine and

chapter secretary, announced
the names of persons to be accepted for membership to the
Alpha Omega Alpha Medical
Honor Society.
The Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Society, patterned after the
Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society
and founded in 1902, is the only
society of its kind in medical
schools on this continent. Selection for membership is based on
scholarship and leadership potential. From the graduating
medical school class, which frequently contain a third or more
Phi Beta Kapa members, are selected ten individuals who have
demonstrated outstanding scholastic achievements. Membership is also extended individuals
in the junior year and internship year who have demonstrat-

Ed these same qualifications.
Eugene Eisenberg, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
and chapter president, will preside at the initiation dinner to
be held on May 29, at the St.
Francis Yacht Club. William 0.
Reinhardt, M.D., Dean of the
Medical School, will be the honored speaker.
To be accepted for membership:
Class of 1963: Robert Cantu,
M.D., Presbyterian Hospital,
New York; Robert Eumsten,
M.D., UCLA Medical Center;
Ronald Rankin, M.D., San Francisco General Hospital; Richard
Sherrins, M.D., Wadsworth V.A.
Hospital.

Class of 1964: Robert Dryden,
Kevin Harrington, Robert Hathaway, George Husband, David
Janowsky, Donald Lawson.
James Rosin, Gerald Scidmore,
Dennis Sullivan, and William
Vincent. Jon Abrams and Theodore Schrock had been selected
during their junior year.
Class of 1965: Esther Janowsky.

YOUR PRESENCE
IS CORDIALLY REQUESTED
TO VISIT

STELLA
AT HER SUMMER QUARTERS:

CORY GALLERY

355 STOCKTON ST. EX 7 0966

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
—AND

"STELLA"
(HAVE

YOU SEEN

HER?)
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Initiative Against Fair Housing on Nov. Ballot
This special supplement, the first in Synapse history, marks a
policy change—an attempt and declared intent to fully explore the
issues of our times, including those which may seem outside direct
concern on the part of MedCenter students.

The fervor of the civil rights revolution, including the San Fran-

cisco sit-ins virtually conceived and run by students, may obscure a
critical fact—that the referendum on the Rumford Housing Act will
permanently decide the question of fair housing in California.
Backers of the initiative, mainly powerful realty organizations.

see it as a restoration of personal property rights. Opponents, including the State Board of Education, claim it will unconstitutionally
write discrimination into California law.
This supplement, an attempt to provide the facts of the case, is
co-sponsored by the United Christian Campus Ministry (Dr. George
Morgan, advisor), the Newman Club (Father John Ring) and Rabbi
Saul White, MedCenter chaplain.
Your comments, and suggestions for topics in future issues, are
welcome.

Collage by Robert Briggs

Discriminatory Law:
"Give The People
The Right To Vote.."
Many San Francisco Realtors, Bay Area. The petition, he stattheir board having refused to ed, has been signed by some

cooperate with the California
Real Estate Board in sponsoring
the Initiative against the Rumford Act, choose to remain incommunicado in the war of "human rights vs. property rights"
being waged for the votes of
Californians in the November
election.
Although THE SYNAPSE
found many unwilling to be quoted, it did find an articulate
spokesman for the Initiative in
Louis Krumm, local realtor, director of the San Francisco Real
Estate Board and President of
the Apartment House Owners'
Associated Consolidated.
When asked his interpretation
of the battle, Mr. Krumm
stated: "In October, 1963, at the
convention in Los Angeles, all
Real Estate boards voted to
sponsor a referendum to give
the people of California an opportunity to vote whether they
want that kind of (Fair Housing)
law or not." Mr. Krumm reported that 2200-plus members voted
for the referendum and only one
dissented. The San Francisco
Real Estate Board, however,
would not back the action, and
it was up to the Apartment
House Owners, led by Mr.
Krumm. to circulate the petition for the referendum in the

770-odd thousand people all over
California.
"We're not talking integration
or segregation here," he said.
"We know it's a red-hot issue
but we're not particularly inwant it."
When asked just in what way
they were interested in the issue,
Mr. Krumm re-affirmed his original statement, "To give the people of California an opportunity
to vote if they want it or don't
want it.
The question was posed to Mr.
Krumm that if the initiative is
passed, all future anti-segregation legislation would be irrevocably blocked at this level.
'That's right," he replied. "Then
they'll need a petition to get antisegregation legislation. They'll
have to circulate petitions."
"The government is playing
politics. They'll try to force it
for political reasons—they feel
it's good politics."
"You hear all sorts of things

about the issue," he concluded.
"A lot of people have come out
against the Initiative, Churchmen and the papers and so on.
Just because a bunch of ministers are for it (the Rumford
Act)—l'm a church man, and
I'm against it."

TEXT OF THE REALTORS' INITIATIVE
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AGAINST
FAIR HOUSING
Following is the text of the proposed constitutional amendment, the effect of which would be to nullify all existing
State laws regarding fair housing and prevent passage of any
such laws—State or local—in the future.

The Attorney General has prepared a title and summary of
the chief purposes and points of the proposed measure, as fol
lows:
SALES AND RENTALS OF RESIDENTIAL REAL PROP
ERTY. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT. Prohib
its State, subdivision, or agency thereof from denying, limiting
or abriding right of any person to decline to sell, lease, or rent
residential real property to any person as he chooses. Prohibition
not applicable to property owned by State or its subdivisions; prop
erty acquired by eminent domain; or transient lodging accommodations by hotels, motels, and similar public places.
The People of the State of California do enact the following
constitutional amendment to be added as Section 26 of Article I
of the Constitution of the State of California:
Neither the State nor any subdivision or agency thereof shall
deny, limit or abridge, directly or indirectly, the right of any person, who is willing or desires to sell, lease or rent any part of all
of his real property, to decline to sell, lease or rent such property
to such person or persons as he, in his absolute discretion, chooses.
'Person' includes individuals, partnerships, corporations and
other legal entities and their agents or representatives but does
not include the State or any subdivision thereof with respect to
the sale, lease or rental of property owned by it.
'Real property' consists of any interest in real property of any
kind of quality, present or future, irrespective of how obtained or
financed, which is used, designed, constructed, zoned or otherwise
devoted to or limited for residential purposes whether as a single
family dwelling or as a dwelling for two or more persons or families living together or independently of each other.
This Article shall not apply to the obtaining of property by
eminent domain pursuant to Article I, Sections 14 and
of this
Constitution, nor to the renting or providing of any accommodations for lodging purposes by a hotel, motel or other similar public place engaged in furnishing lodging to transient guests.
If any part or provision of this Article, or the application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of
the Article, including the aplication of such part or provision to
other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby and
shall continue in full force and effect. To this end the provisions
of this Article are severable.

It was the original intention

to print the entire Rumford
Act as part of the Synapse
Special supplement. A later
decision, however, was to
make available at the Central
Desk of the Millberry Union
copies of th Rumford Act and
of an FEPC leaflet entitled
"Questions and Answers
about the Rumford Act." Any
questions may be directed to
Beth Coffelt, Room 241, Millberry Union. A collection of
literature and printed material, editorials, and history is

available.

Outline History:
RUMFORD ACT

Sept. 20,1963:

Rumford Act in Effect
October 1963:
Meeting in Los Angeles,
Calif. Real Estate Bd.; Voted
to Sponsor Referendum
against Rumford Act.

S.F. Real Estate Bd. Refuses to Support Initiative:
S.F. Apt. House Owners
Ass'n. Circulates Petition.
April, 1963
Petition for Referendum
Accepted by Legislature
Suit filed to challenge constituionality of Initiative: No
action taken yet by Supreme

Court.

November, 1964:
Initiative on Ballot

Repeal Initiative Would
Endanger Human Rights
Guaranteed by Rumford

"There Are No
Inalienable
Property Rights"
Initiative Makes "Right
To Discriminate"
On the November ballot there
will be an initiative measure

wnicn it passed would write into
law tne ngnt to discriminate on
tne Dasis 01 race, color and re-

—

a law which even Mississippi doesn t have.
me initiative is aimed at
blocKing or nullifying tne Caliligion

fornia rair Housing Law or me
Kumtord Act. me Kumtord Act
simpiy aeciares

5
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tnat wnen tne

property owner sells or

rents,

race or religion or ancestry cannot be usea as tne sole criterion tor denying a person tne opportunity to Duy or rent.
Tne mitiative claims that
property ngnts are absolute
ngnts, tnat tne property owner
may "decline to sell, lease 01

Board

Report on Rumford Cases:

Condemns
Initiative

(reprinted from S.F. Chronicle)

Fifty-six per cent of the discrimination cases decided
during the first seven months
of the Rumford Fair Housing
Act were settled through conciliation, the California Commission reported (on April 25,

1963).

The other 44 per cent were
dismissed for "lack of sufficient evidence of discrimination."
"The record shows no punitive action against any
landlord, manager or broker," FEPC Chairman Carmen H. Warschaw said.

• • •

Of the total of 97 complaints
received by the FEPC from
September 20, 1963, through
April 17, 1964, 27 were settled
through conciliation, 21 were
dismissed for lack of sufficient evidence of discrimination, 5 were closed with a
finding of no jurisdiction or
because the complainant
withdrew, and 43 were still

sucn property to sucn person or persons as he, in his absolute discretion, chooses."
The initiative under the guise
of shouting tor "rights" is actually an insidious move which,
if responsible citizens do not under investigation.
block, will undo all the progress
that has been made thus tar in
solving racial tensions. Our
cities and communities are going through an agonizing period
of trying to untangle racial probThe basic question involved in
lems, and day by day more ano
more responsible citizens are re- 'the initiative" is tnis: What
alizing that justice and charity ngnts would it actually protect?
property rights? JNo, because no
must prevail.
Property rights are not ab- one is presently required to sell
solute. The state can and does or rent his property if he does
put limitations on what a man not wish to put it on the market;
can do with any parcel of prop- no law requires him to rent or
erty. There are building and sell for less than fair market
planning codes. There are laws value; he is protected by law
that forbid him to use his prop- against damage to his property;
erty for unlawful purposes. He and the Rumiord Act now prois subject to acquisition by emi- vides such a deliberate process
nent domain proceedings. The of hearings and conciliation that
general trend of legislation has ne is protected against unfoundJohn F. Kennedy June 11,1963 speech on Alabama intebeen to prevent the owner from ed complaints. Human rights?
engaging in discriminatory acts. No; the initiative would reduce gration issue:
And this latter is exactly what numan rights to secondary im"Difficulties over segregation exist in every city, every
the Rumford Act does.
portance. The only right which
state of the Union, producing in many cities a rising tide
The obligation of government the initiative would protect is the
public safety.
in the whole area of human right to discriminate without the of discontent that threatens the
rights certainly recommends possibility of any legal impedi"The events in Birmingham and elsewhere have so
that a state, city or community ment, the right to assert one's
the cries for equality that no city or state or
put into practice effective, prac- own private prejudices over any increased
legislative
body can prudently choose to ignore them.
tical, fair programs to mitigate claims of the general welfare of
society.
education,
issue,
emThe
real
of the question is whether all Americans
in
only
tensions
"The
heart
racial
therefore, is a moral one: Is a are to be afforded equal rights and equal opportunities,
ployment and in housing.
This issue which we are con- man's private prilege to work
going to treat our fellow Americans as we
fronted with in deciding whether economic and social hardship on whether we are
to vote for or against the initia- his fellowmen more basic than want to be treated."
tive reminds us over and over the public good? The whole
again that we are faced with complex fabric of the law is an
a long-standing American di- attempt to protect society Retrogression...
Rumford Act Protects
lema of a lip-service to religious against such private privileges. A Decisive Moment
If he anti-fair housing initiaideals or values we claim to beRight Not to Discriminate
lieve in or to principles in our tive were passed in November,
There are moments in history
Constitution or in the Declara- California would be leaving be- that are decisive for man's fuThe Rumford Fair Housing
tion of Independence, while we hind a tradition of relatively ture. He has an opportunity to Act protects the home owner's
proceed to ignore these ideals progressive legislation and leap- move in the direction of greater moral right NOT to discriminand principles in practice and frogging over all other states justice and brotherhood or to ate on grounds of race, religion
in the daily experiences which which have sinister tradiions of retrogress in the direction of or national origin and it makes
touch us personally.
discrimination—becoming more tribalism and bigotry. Such a de- it illegal for realtors or others
discriminatory than any other cisive moment confronts us.
Father John M. Ring
to restrict the seller's potential
Chaplain, U.C. Med. Center state. For California would beReligious and democratic tra- market only to buyers from a
Newman Club
come the only state in he Union ditions hallow the sanctity of the majority group. If the seller
it it
in which all legislaion regulating individual
and proclaim his choosed TO discriminate, he is
the sale and rental of housing is God-given right to equal oppor- free to do so providing that he
The Initiative:
outlawed.
tunity for dignity and self-ful- is a private owner of single
Confusion From
George P. Morgan,
family dwellings, duplexed or of
fillment.
"Sleeper" Clause
Alfred S. Dale
a "dwelling containign not more
been
For centuries we liave
providing
There is much confusion, some University Pastors at the
false to our religiouf and demo- than four units" and not used
University of California
unwitting but much wittingly
Can our big- that public funds were purchase
cratic
affirmations
fogtered about this critical issue. San Francisco Medical Center otries and prejudices stand the in the construction or
Most people are being led to
searching light of truth and of the unit. I urge support of the
believe that the sole purpose of IN HIS ABSOLUTE DISCRE- faith? Are we in California to Rumford Act and defeat of the
Initiative against it.
the m c a s v re is to repeal the TION, CHOOSES."
rights bear witness to that which synaRumford Act—no more, no In my opinion, absolute
church
from
gogue
and
teach
Laurel E. Glass
or the cradle to the grave
less. There is a less heralded for anyone, public official
that
Assistant Professor
"sleeper" in the second part of citizen, are foreign to our theory man is created in the image of
It
government.
and
of
practice
would
enact
which
the measure
God that we have one Father
into the state constitution an is irresponsible to request or to and we are all brothers? Or
an
absolute
grant
right
over
absolute right to discriminate
with
citizen. There can be will we, when confronted
and would further deny the right one's fellow rights
decision,
the
lie
to
our
give
a
granted by the
to modify in the slightest degree no absolutethe seller.
religious and democratic affirThere
must
legbuyer
or
right
by
any
this absolute
mation and vote for segragation
islative agency—state of local. be standards that guide the relfor bigotry for hostility?
and
human
"Neither the State nor any ative property
The
medical community
of each. The Rumford
subdivision or agency thereof rights
sanity
for
for health
stands
is
such
an
effort.
The
voter
Act
abridge,
or
shall deny, limit
for
freedom
for
life.
I have
this
weigh
should
and
right
study
directly or indirectly, the
cast
will
it
full
confidence
that
legislation
carefully
drawn
and
of any person, who is willing
interpre- its lot with those who have faith
or desires to sell, lease or rent ignore "grab bag"
in the ideals of human rights.
any part or all of his real tations and slogans coined by Sustain
the Rumford Act!
or
by
vested
sell,
to
the
uninformed
property, to decline
Rabbi
to
Saul.E. White
interests.
lease or rent such property
Hospital Chaplain
U.C.
A.
Professor
Strait
L.
as
persons
or
he.
person
such

rent
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The initiative to repeal the
Rumford Fair Housing Act was
condemed last month by the
California State Board of Education as a measure which
would rigidify segregated housing patterns—and consequently
eliminate the only effective answer to dc facto segregation
in the schools, leading to what
the Board called further
"chaos."
The office of Attorney General
Stanley Mosk, representing the
Board, last week joined the
State Supreme Court fight to
keep the initiative off the ballt.
The brief filed here claimed
the initiative would violate the
United States Constitution, deny
equal protection under the law
and illegally write discriminatory housing practices into California.
According to the brief, the
measure—if passed—would then
have to be removed (presumably by U. S. Supreme Court
action "at great expense to the

taxpayer."

The State Supreme Court has

not yet scheduled hearings on

the case. Indications are that
there is little chance the initiative will be kept off the. ballot
but the nature of the arguments should clearly reveal the
wide-ranging implications of the

—

initiative.

The Rumford Act follows a

gradual evolution of standards subject to the processes
of further legislative change.
For example there are exemptions of private owners
of single family dwellings, duplexes, or of "a dwelling containing not more than four
units." In subdivision 7, chapter 3 of the Rumford Act the
owner-seller is guaranteed
the right not to discriminate
on grounds of race, religion,
or national origin when the
sale of his home is placed in
the hands of a realtor.
The owner-seller is protected against the formerly wide

spread practice of realtors or
other commercial agencies to
usurp this right of the home
owner not to discriminate
which may either violate his
moral principles or restrict
the potential buyer market
against his wishes.

Human Rights
Violated by

...

Initiative?
Our

Christian

commitment

compels us to reaffirm our position in favor of human rights,
regardless of race or creed. We
feel that the "Initiative against

the Rumford Act" is a direct
violation of these rights. We
therefore declare our position
to the Initiative, and encourage
you to evaluate critically some
of the phrases being used innocently in the public debate—for
example, "the Rumford forcedhousing Act," and "the absolute
right of property."
Steering Committee
United Christian
Campus Ministry

SAVE THIS
ISSUE FOR
REFERENCE

by Donald M. Okada

In one's medical education
there are certain milestones.
The first occurs as an undergraduate in college when one receives the letter of acceptance
to medical school which signifies
the beginning of a long and arduous career of study, perserverence and dedication. The second
comes some four years later
when one phase of medical training is completed. There are
many other milestones yet to
come, but let us reflect on this
second milestone for a moment.
There are many Senior Class
activities which help to mark
this point in time.
MAY 29—Alpha Omega Alpha
Medical Honor Society membership acceptance dinner.
MAY 30—Senior Class Dinner
and Play. This has been a traditional occasion at which time
the graduating seniors may
"speak their piece." A Thespian
production is the usual vehicle
of vocalization. Often the inherent differences in the classes are
made manifest at this time.
GENESIS, the title of the play,
symbolizes another beginning
for medical education is a continuous process.

JUNE 4-Alumni-Faculty Banquet. Each year the graduating
class of 25 years previous, hosts
a dinner honoring the present
graduating class. Dr. Paul Ashton of Santa Barbara, president
of the host class of 1939, will preside. Dr. Dorothy Danno, clinical instructor in ENT and host
class secretary, has been the individual most responsible for the
details of the evening. Alumni
from each of the five-year intervals have also been invited. Don
Young, senior class president,
will present the Outstanding
Teacher award to a member of
the faculty who, in the opinion
of the students, has been both
an inspiration and an educator.
The president of the alumni association will also present to
Dean Reinhardt a check for four
freshman scholarships.
JUNE 5-Gold Headed Cane
Award and Hippocratic Oath
Ceremony. All "members of the
graduating class will participate
in the Hippocratic Oath Ceremony, while three members will
receive special recognition during the Gold-Headed Cane ceremony.
JUNE 6—Conferring of the degree Doctor of "Medicine.

-

Washington: Housing Agency
Warns Against Initiative
HOUSING AND HOME
FINANCE AGENCY
Office of The Administrator,
Washington 25, D.C.
Mr. Charles E. Bosley
Administrative Assistant to
Senator Clair Engle
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Bosley
This is in further reply to
your letter of February 5, 1964,
concerning the proposed amendment to the California consitution, which is the subject of an
intiative measure. This proposed consitutional amendment
would prohibit the State or any
of its agencies from requiring
nondiscrimination in the sale
or lease of real property by
private persons of entities. You
requested a report from this
Agency concerning the likely
effect this existing and proposed
Federal housing programs. We
have received reports from the
constituents of HHFA concernIt would appear that the program that would be principally
affected by the proposed California constitutional amendment would be the urban renewal program. There is a serious
question whether future urban
renewal projects could be authorized by the amendment were
adopted. Under URA procedures, all local public agencies,
as a condition to receiving urban renewal assistance from the
Federal Government, must take
certain measures, including the
incorporation of a covenant running with the land, in deeds to
redevelopers, to assure nondiscrimination in housing and related facilities in urban renewal
areas? The loan and grant contract, which provides for Federal
financial assistance to urban renewal, incorporates these requirements as contractual obligation of the local public
agency. The language of the
proposed California consitutional
amendment, if taken literally,
would bar local public agencies
from complying with the URA
requirements in this regard.
As to urban renewal projects
already under loan and grant
contract, it is doubtful, as a
matter of law, whether the proposed amendment to the California constitution, if adopted,
could release local public agencies from their existing contractual obligations with the Federal
Government to assure nondiscrimination in housing and related facilities in connection
with such projects. As you can
appreciate, however, litigation
might well be necessary to resolve this matter.
In addition, there is some
likelihood that the College Hous-

ing Program administered by

the Community Facilities Administration, a constituent of
HHFA, would be affected by the
proposed constitutional amendment. A problem might well
arise where a State college or
university which provides housing facilities under the college
Housing Program, leases such
housing to student groups, such
as fraternities or cooperatives.
Under existing CFA procedures,
the college must require of the
lessee a covenant not to practice discrimination in the use
or occupancy of the facilities.
There is a serious question whether State colleges or universities could comply with this CFA
requirement in the event the
proposed California amendment
were adopted.
With reference to proposed
programs, Title II of the proposed "Housing and Community
Development Act of 1964" provides for a new Title of the National Housing Act, authorizing
FHA mortgage insurance for
land development. If this Title is
enacted into law, it is FHA's current intention to require that
deeds include a nondiscrimination covenant running with the
land. There is considerable doubt
whether a public mortgagor (an
agency of the State) could comply with such a requiremnet
if the proposed amendment to
the California constitution were
adopted.
In accordance with your request, I have enclosed information concerning the number of
be provided under the urban
renewal program in California.
Sincerely yours,
(s) Miltpn P. Semer
Milton P. Semer
General Counsel

Health Center
Expansion Outlined
By Chancellor
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By BRUCE ORSBORN
A current progress report and
preliminary planning session to
discuss the proposed expansion
program of the Medical Center
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IMPACTION
Honors: Omicron Kappa Upsilon, Dental Honorary Society,
as announced their new 1964
initiates. Those joining Omicron
Kappa Upsilon as alumnae
members are Gerald Corsi, Lenard Cheney, Mervin Cox, Joseph
Gry so n and Rolf Peterson.
The Chapter will honor their initiates at a dinner on May 26.
Officers of Omicron Kappa Upsilon for this year are President, Dr. Jerome C. Strain;
President Elect, Dr. Donald
Walker; Vice President, Dr. Eugene West; and Secretary-Treasrer, Dr. Russell Coleman. Als
being honored at Omicron
Kappa Upsilon's dinner are
three underclassmen who in the
opinion of their classmates have
demonstrated excellence in dentistry and great deal of helping
other classmates. They are,
Richard Hosley, Rick Johnson,
and Po-ping Wong.
Further Education: Four Seniors will continue their education after graduation this June.
These men have decided to forego private practice and pursue
academic interests. Ernest Peterson will do graduate work in

Dental Materials with Dr. Ralph

for one year and receive a Master of Dental Sciences and has
also received a Johnson and
Johnson grant and a school stipend to compensate fqr expenses.

Michael Sosin will undertake
research in Cell Biology at Berkeley next year and Jerry McDonnell will study Biochemistry
both at the Berkeley campus
and here at the University of
California Medical Center.
Steven Goldman will go to
Pedodontic Graduate school as
soon as he finishes his term with
the Navy. He has received a
$15,000 stipend for 2 years at
the University of North Carolina and may enter in '66.
Summer Research: Rich Landa will do some interesting research this summer at Modesto
State Hospital on the effect of
phenothiazines on epinephrine in
local anesthetics. He will study
mentally debilitated patients in
a very controlled atmosphere
for eight weeks this summer.

by Mel Matsushima

Delta Sigma Delta
South Seas Party
By MEL MATSUSHIMA
Down a dark, narrow walkway into a conical, cave-like
passage, which became lower
and lower at the brush got thicker and thicker until guests had
to crawl or stoop very low 'til
they reached a large pond; over
unstable stepping stones; past
an ancient geyser; onto a moss
covered bridge; and quickly under a thirty-five foot waterfall
was the entrance to the spectacular 1964 South Seas Party given
by Zeta Chapter, Delta Sigma
Delta on Saturday, May 9 at the
Delt House.
Guests were met with a fragrant garland of flowers and escorted either to the dark, foreboding
Kuomonaewanaliea
room, infamous for its dark hiden caves and smoocher's nests

or up to the coconut carrying

masses of intoxicated humans.
In one corner stood a huge
canow filled with the smoothest,
lethal concoction of various
forms of ethanol pleasantly concealed by the sweet taste of
South Seas punch. Victims were
acquiring symptoms of second
stage anesthisia and swayed to
the sounds of Polynesia

..
.

Dean Fleming, 25 Year Honoree

Philips at the University of Indiana. Peterson will study there

Virgil Frocchi, Dean of
The Basement, U.C. Dental School
As freshmen, many of us wondered, when we heard his name
called repeatedly over the public address system, who Virgil
Frocchi was. A new freshman in
trouble? An old classmate in
trouble? What did he look like?
WHO WAS VIRGIL FROCCHI?
Gross speculation went about
as to the reason he was always
being called. Few of us knew
then that Virgil Frocci is one of
the most important men on our
Dental Campus.
His official duty is to maintain
the equipment in the labs and
clinics; but this is not where
the job ends. He can be found
helping the clinic clerks, faculty
that need technical assistance,
and performing a myriad of
tasks above and beyond his socalled "job order." His importance is stressed by Dr. Theodore S. Grant, Director of Clinics, U.C., School of Dentistry,
who said, "So vital is Virgil's
job that if he were absent for
three days, the U.C. Dental
Clinics would have to close."
(Fortunately, the clinics were
without Virgil for only two days
during the past seven years.)
At the dental school, Virgil is
on a 36-hour day and still cannot possibly do what must be
done. His hours, in order to lock
up the clinics and lab, are from
8-12 and 2-6 p.m. In the summer,
he and a few dental students

7

take up preventive maintenance

on every floor in the labs and on
the clinic floor in order to have
less malfunctioning during the
school year. But this is still not
enough, and Virgil is constantly
being called to fix whatever is
most crucial at the moment, on
top of the multitude of other
jobs he is required to do, and
the jobs he himself would like
to do.
When asked his biggest complaint, Virgil, a naturally compliant man, was hesitant, but
anally admitted that students
working late after 5:45 (who do
not have an emergency) make
his busy day much longer. He
would like possibly to have more
cooperation from students to get
out of the labs and clinics on
time.
Virgil, whose hobbies include
working on his cars and his
orange motor scooter (license
plate "VIRGIL, BLOOD TYPE
#0") is a champion bowler on
the Hi-12 Masonic League. He
has been married for 21 years,
and spent "21 years and 24
days" as Chief Petty Officer on
an ocean-going fleet tug, with
the war years spent as a warrant officer. He first began working at U.C. School of Dentistry
on May 20, 1958.
Cheers, Virgil! All of us thank
you for "a job well done."

. .

"gulp, gulp, gulp
."
Maidens in bright colored sarongs served teriyaki steak on
sticks, Pineapple Hors d'
oeuvres, and wonton before a
fabulo.us feast- which was served
to the hungry mob.
After dinner, Vik Kaleo Bright
and his pert Polynesians displayed dances from Samoa, Hawaii, Tahiti and the Maoris
which ended with a spectacular
Samoan fire sword dance which
illuminated anesthetized faces
revealing the glassy eyes and
lowered lids of the Bachilian
worshippers.
The excitement stage struck
Bob Chiappone and Davey
George as they did the Hawaiian
"SWIM" together and Bob
Lamb did his interpretation of
the hula or whatever you'd call
the gyrations he performd.
The success of the party which
transformed the Delt House into a tropical island was due to
the time and effort of principally two men, Paul Gross and
Dale Weibel. Both men created
the final results and to them
everyone who attended give
their thanks for a fantastic job
of special effects.
Such, in brief, was the Delt
an interestSouth Seas party
ing study of social autoanesthesia.

...

About 400 people attended a testimonal
dinner for Dean Willard C. Fleming, celebrating his 25 years as Dean of the School of Dentistry, on Friday, May 1, at Millberry Union.
Orchids, anthuriums, birds of paradise flowers
flown in from Hawaii and palm trees loaned by
the Golden Gate Park Conservatory decorated
the gymnasium for the dinner and program,
for which Dr. E. W. Fecher was Master of
Ceremonies. Dr. Edward Downs presented

Dean Fleming with beginning donations to the
Willard C. Fleming Scholarship Fund. Joe Gryson presented the Dean with a Leica Camera
as a gift from the students. Other speakers
were Dr. Theodore Grant representing the faculty; Peter Domoto on behalf of the students.
Dean John Tocchini representing Physicians
and Surgeons Dental School; and Dr. John
Creech on behalf of the Alumni.

Dental Senior
Awards Ceremony

Dr Howard Myers;
Peripatetic
Educator

Outstanding members of the
Rolf Peterson was presented
By MEL MATSUSHIMA
Senior Class of 1964 at the Uni- with the Forrerst H. Orton
J.
versity of California School of Raymod Gill in recognition of
Dr. Howard Myers, Asst. Dean
Dentistry were honored at the outstanding achievement as a
Annual Awards Assembly held student in crown and bridge. in charge of the Graduate Division,
of California
at the Medical Sciences Audi- The award was presented by Dr. SchoolUniversity
of Dentistry is one of the
torium on Thursday, May 7, at George Hughes.
Reginald Garner was award- most active doctors on the Den2:30 p.m.
Master of Ceremonies and ed the American Society of En- tal School Staff.
Dr. Myers will be going to the
Chairmen of the Awards As- dodontia award for the outsembly was Rolf ,Peterson who standing senior in Endodontia. Carol Linsca Institute in Stockplanned the program and intro- The award was presented by holm in July to study the "Water
of Dental Enamel," at the Deduced the faculty members who Dr. Nguyen T. Nguyen.
presented the awards to the Blame Symons won the Amer- partment of Medical Physics for
various students.
ican Society of Dentistry for one year's sabbatical from the
The following students re- Children award for the senior University of California.
ceived honors that day: who was judged by the faculty The American College of DenFred Schubert, Ernie Peter- to be the most outstanding in tists has a special seminar for
son, Len Cheney, George Chin- dentistry for children. This advanced education in Dental
gas, and Mervin Cox were pre- award was presented by Dr. Research which will meet for a
month this year. This seminar
sented the Mosby Scholarship Bernard Smith.
Book Awards by Dr. Alfred Robert Parr was presented has different study groups disSchuchard. These five seniors with the Lactona Award by Dr. cussing various related fields in
were selected by students and Perry Ratcliff. This award is research to Dentistry. Last year.
faculty on the basis of scholas- presented to the senior in recog- Dr. Myers attended this Seminar
tic standing and future profes- nition of his effort, perspective, as a trainee and this year he
sional potential.
understanding and skill in peri- has had the honor of being one
of the five outstanding men choKenneth Doty won the Ameri- odontics.
sen from the western area to be
Foil
Opcan Academy of Gold
Dr. S. Davis Ralston and Ver- a mentor in the
field of Physical
erators Award for being the non Tudler were presented with Biology.
Dr. Myers will attend
senior who has displayed the the Instructors Award for the
the seminar for one week in
most outstanding clinical pro- instructors) who according to May.
foil.
ficiency in the use of gold
the opinion of the senior class
Dr. Robert Rule presented the showed the greatest interest and Another activity that this
understanding to student clin- amazing educator has undertakAward.
en is a two-week course in "XBlame Symons was designat- icians. Michael Northcutt pre- -ray
diffraction" given by Dr. I.
ed as the senior who has com- sented the award.
Fankuchen
in New York. To
distincgreatest
with
the
pleted
Fred Schubert was honored round out his activities in edution the undergraduate studies by the International College of
Dr. Myers will receive
in complete denture prosthesis. Dentists award for the senior cation,
his Masters' Degree In EducaHe was awarded the Dentists' who has shown the most pro- tion this year from San FranSupply Company Award present- fessional growth and developcisco State College. His Masters'
ed by Dr. George Hughes.
ment during his dental educa- thesis is "A New Dental School
was
presented
Corsi
was
honored
tion.
This
award
Gerald
Curriculum" and his degree will
with the American Academy of by Dr. Gordon Agnew.
Dental Medicine award for the Joseph Gryson was awarded be conferred in June by San
senior who has demonstrated the Alpha Omega Scholarship Francisco State College.
the greatest interest in oral Award presented by Dr. Howmedicine. The award was pre- ard Myers to the senior who
sented by Dean Willard C. Flem- attained the highest scholastic Theta Tau, a national collegiate
ing.
average in his four years of nursing honorary society.
Dave Williams was awarded dental study.
There are 80 charter memthe American Society of PeriPeter Domoto was honored by bers including faculty, students
odontists award for the out- the coveted Gabbs Award which from the present junior and senstanding student in periodontics. is presented to the senior who ior classes, RN Baccalaureate
This award was presented by has most consistently displayed and Ma st cr s' Programs and
Dr. Perry Ratcliff.
both the highest intellectual alumnae in the Bay Area.
William Candy won the Ameri- achievement and moral characMembership is based on scholcan Society of Orthodontia ter befitting his profession. This astic achievement and demonAward for the outstanding award was presented by Dean stration of leadership abilities.
senior in Orthodontia. The Willard C. Fleming.
No more than one-third of any
award was presented by Dr. The honored seniors and fac- class can be selected for memulty were congratulated at a bership. A student must also
Rodney Mathews.
Norman Jacobsen, Carey Ar- reception following the have completed one-half of her
courses on this campus before
mitage, Roland Maurer, Hillel Assembly.
being eligible for membership.
Lazarus, Joan McCowan and
Linda Sewell were awarded the
The purposes of this organization are to further professional
Dean's Citations presented by
growt hand strengthen relationDean Willard C. Fleming to a
member of each of the dental
ships within the profession. Activities will include programs of
hygiene classes and the four
A ceremony of installation and an educational or scientific nadental classes for their demonstration of the attributes of a initiation on May 22 intro- ture, social events, and such
professional man or woman as duced a new organization to the projects as the group decides to
Sigma undertake.
veil as academic achievement. Mcd Center Campus

—

Nursing Society
May Installation
—
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Food-No. 1 Cure For Hunger

UNPLEAST

STIMULUS CONCENTRATION

Fainting by Roy Lichtenstein, "Roto
Broil," 1961, Coll. Dr. and Mrs. Leonard
Asher; reprinted from "ARTFORUM."
Food is good for you, a panel and "Human Needs: A Re-Evalof experts agreed in a Medical uation."
Major speakers included HenCenter symposium last weekend.
They supported the validity of ry Luce, retired editor-in-chief
Stan Freberg's memorable dis- of Time, Inc.; Dr. Paul R. Canclosure—"Food: the Number non, professor emeritus of the
One Cure for Hunger." But it is Department of Pathology at the
also, they warned, the main University of Chicago School of
Medicine and Chief Editor of the
cause of fatness.
The "Food and Civilization" American Medical Association
symposium, made possible by a Archives of Pathology and Philgrant from the Campbell Soup ip M. Wagner, former editor of
Company, was presented by the The Baltimore Sun.
Participating in Sunday aftercampuses here and in Davis,
with Dr. Seymour M. Farber, noon "round table" discussions
Dean of Educational Services were prominent Bay Area resand Director of Continuing Edu- tauranteurs, described in sympocation in Health Services at the sium advance notices as an "adMedical Center as program com- ditional resource faculty in ethnic and cultural food patterns."
mittee chairman.
Campbell Soup prexy W. B.
"Civilization requires that
man be not merely fed,' 'key- Murphy, introducing the founder
of the world's largest publishing
noted Dr. Farber, "but adeventure, claimed, "I can think
quately fed."
The 25 experts digested such of no greater generalist of our
topics as "Flavor as a Value," century than Henry R. Luce."
A free society, said Luce, can
"The Many Faces of Food,"
best
Food"
nourish its members.
Concepts
of
"The Wider

Attention
Graduating

Seniors!

*

As a special courtesy, the
Millberry Union Food Service
Department will offer complimentary refreshments to all
graduating students and their
guests in the Millberry Lounge,
between the hours of 8:30 a.m.
and 10:00 a.m. on Saturday,
June 6, 1964.
In addition, a Special Com-

Interest in
Art Classes
High for '65

I TEHERAN CAFE I

———■

For Special Summer
Events and Excursions,
Contact RECREATION
DEPARTMENT for

Information

Said Dr. Maynard A. Amerine,
professor of enology at Davis
and author of "Technology in
Wine-making": "All of the wiles
of Madison Avenue have not induced many to try some of the
fine new foods that are now

available."

He added, however, that from
the consumer's viewpoint, "it
have available a wide range of

flavors."

1736 Height
EV 6-9975
Persian-American Food

All health science students are
needed immediately, they
stated, and volunteers would
probably be sent to AfricaTogo, Nyasaland, Sierra Leone,
and Ethiopa. Areas of activity
to be developed are mostly in
preventative medicine and public health, and in setting up
clinics, training personnel, etc.
Mr. McGinn—whose curriculum included the novels of Jane
Austen and the plays of Shakespoke encouragingly
speare
about Peace Corps work in
Africa. Many Africans, normally
resentful of missionary attempts
to proselytize, he said, respond
well to the volunteers' attitude
of desiring mutual learning and
understanding. In a n sw er to
queries regarding the work of
Albert Schweitzer in Africa, he
remarked that Schweitzer is unpopular—that his "old-fashion"
methods, admirable in many
ways now outdated, cause
resentment among the African
personnel, whom Dr. Schweitzer
refuses to train to do their own
work. McGinn suggested that a
program of training Africans
to help themselves is needed
more than a European Mission-

2 SESSIONS:
June 22-July 24
July 27-Aug. 28

—

Classes for Children and
Adults
Sign-ups Start
June I.

—

I

MILLBERRY UNION
SUMMER HOURS OF
OPERATION ARE NOW
POSTED THROUGHOUT
THE BUILDING

Scuba Course
Starts July 7
Contact Union Recreation
Department for Information. Sign-ups now being
accepted.

Change in Building Title
The building located near
the west entrance to the campus at 1466 Fourth Avenue
has been known variously as
"Old Nurses Dormitory,"
"Cadet Nurses Dorm—Fourth
Avenue," and "TOB 4."
These names bear no relationship to the function served
by the building, and the multiplicity of names has made
for confusion. As a consequence, it has been decided to
re-name the structure "Medical Research Building IV,"
and, effective immediately,
all mail to the building should
be so addressed.
J. B. deC. M. Saunders, M.D.
Chancellor

SOFTBALL
LEAGUE

-

Now forming:
School, Glass,
Faculty, or
Independent
Games to be played on
Tuesday nights League
play to begin Tuesday,
June 23. Sign-ups with Union Recreation Dept. Room
243—Millberry Union.

——

_____————_—

George M. B r i g g s, Ph.D.,
chairman of the department of
nutritional sciences at Berkeley,
a biochemist in the Agricultural
Experiment Station and panel
chairman, said, "Never before
in history have we had such an
abundance and variety of wholesome and some not so wholesome foods available to the consumer the year around resulting,
unfortunately, in obesity in about
30 per cent of our population ary program.
(one of the 'broader' aspects of
Interested students and gradfood and nutrition!)"
uates may find further information in the office of Dr.
Frank Goyan, Dean of Students.

SUMMER

Where union silverware and
china are concerned, to take
out is erring, to return divine.
The Wisconsin Union Madison
recently received back after six
years four of its cups, six teaspoons, five tablespoons, one
soupspoon, twelve forks and
mencement Day Luncheon will
eleven knives—all neatly packbe featured in the Student and
aged.
Public Cafeterias, beginning at
In an accompanying letter bor- I 1:00 a.m.
rower who completed his masNOTE: Luncheon reservations
ter's degree at Wisconsin in 1954,
are not required. However,
telephone notification to the
explained that "My family and
Union Food Service DepartI were finally able to purchase
ment, extension 729, of plans
a very fine though modest set
to attend would be apprecisteel
flatware.
As
stainless
of
ated.
a result we no longer need our
returnold set I am therefore
ing the items listed above together with my sincere appreciation for their use. If by any
chance, there are some items
you don't recognize as belonging to Union stock, please accept
them either as interest on a loan,
Sixty sign-ups for art
as a token of gratitude or as
means by which I may reduce classes, registered during the
May Fair Artists' Workshop
my sense of, guilt."
guarantee an inHe added, "I sincerely hope sessions,
teresting program beginning
I haven't kept these things so
in the fall. Watch for further
long that they are no longer
news in the early September
in style. I can't help feeling they SYNAPSE.
look forward to tumbling again
Those interested in a sumwith their old classmates in the
mer
art course please conUnion's
washers
of
the
big dish
tact the Union Program dekitchen."
partment.
If there's a moral to such a
story it might be "Return now
save postage later". The package came from Yellow Springs,
Ohio.

SUMMER
SWIM
CLASSES

faculty.

Fig. I: Pleasant and unpleasant judgements
in Relation to Concentration. (From
"Flavor as a Value," speech given by Dr.
Maynard Amerine.)

Kil. \oic: <'cell's not mentioning any
mimes, lull he nslicil that the following
iirllcle he printed cm behalf of the. MHlii.ti.v Food Services Department.)

ART EXHIBITS
MILLBERRY UNION

Two Peace Corps volunteers"Photographers
returned recently from abroad
of
the
Medical Center"
duty—visited
years'
after two
the Medical Center last week
Paintings and Sculpture
to recruit health science stuabroad,
for
Students from
dents badly needed
Corps.
the
work
with
volunteer
San Francisco State College
John McGinn, whose job included teaching English in
Piranesi Prints
Ghana and Bill Finister, a teachFoundation
Achenbach
er in the Philippines, spent a
Peace
day here discussing
Corps work with students and

PLEASNT

Wayward Silverware
Returns to it's Home

JUNE

Health Students
Needed in
Peace Corps

Scientists Claim

HARRY'S
LAUNDERETTE
904 Cole St.
WA3H &

DRY

CLEANING

FINISHED LAUNDRY

—

Prices Low
Service Reliable

Stadium Self Service Laundry
Dry Cleaning—Finished Laundry
PROMPT SERVICE-EXCELLENT WORK
516 Frederick St., near Stanyan

HOURS: 8:30

I

TO

REMEMBER

-

TOWER TV
TV. Hi-Fi. Stereo & Radio

a.m. to 7 p.m.

MON. thru SAT.—CLOSED SUN.

FIFTH AVENUE

FOOD MART
400 IRVING ST.

S. F.

Quick Service For Busy People

I

SMITH & FALKEIMSTEIN

Sales and Service

STADIUM GARAGE

90* & 1.25

MOntrose 1-1350

522 Frederick St., San Francisco 17
Ph. OVerland 1-5800

Steak Dinner

729 Portola Drive,
San Francisco

Automotive Repairs and Service

Shish-ka-bob

1.50

ALL MAKES & MODELS

—

A.A.A. ROAD SERVICE

